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The Kerr-nonlinear effect shows large potential for ultrafast all-optical signal process-
ing and may be of great importance for future optical communication systems. A major
limitation to its applicability is however the existence of two-photon absorption. This has
already been discussed in literature for a homogeneous structure. In this paper, the effect
of two-photon absorption on the operation of Kerr-nonlinear resonators is studied and
the applicability of standard semiconductor systems for all-optical nonlinear switching is
evaluated.

Introduction

As discussed in [1, 2], the use of resonating structures greatly reduces the optical power
and device length required for all-optical signal processing. This is obtained by confining
the light inside the resonator and by slowing down the pulse propagation.

As its intrinsic counterpart, two-photon absorption (2PA) is one of the major limitations
to the applicability of Kerr-nonlinear phenomena. In the case of resonating structures,
two-photon absorption is enhanced by the same mechanisms - optical confinement and
slow waving - as the Kerr effect. Furthermore, due to the influence of 2PA on the optical
power level, the achievable Kerr-nonlinear interaction inside the resonator is reduced and
thus the required optical power for all-optical processing increases.

Resonator structure

The resonator structure that will be discussed, is the following
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with h resp.l indicating the higher resp. lower index material,Ndbr the number ofl -layers
in one resonator period,Ncav a integer number andλc a chosen center resonance wave-
length. The mirror and cavity part can be easily recognized.

2PA effect on transmission, reflection and loss

In contrast to structures such as simple waveguides, resonator structures (except for ring
resonators) have both forward and backward propagation field components. As a result, it
is impossible to solve the wave equation of such structures in the presence of two-photon
absorption strictly analytically (by using e.g. a multi-time scale approach or perturbation
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theory). Therefore, simulations will be required to determine the remaining parameter
dependences. In this section, the effect of 2PA will be studied on the resonance transmis-
sion, reflection and loss of the structure defined in the previous section.

The total transmission, reflection and loss of any structure are always related by the fol-
lowing equation,

|ttot(ν)|2 + |rtot(ν)|2 +Atot(ν) = 1 (1)

with ttot(ν) resp. rtot(ν) the total field transmission resp. reflection andAtot(ν) the total
loss of the structure. Furthermore, one has

(|ttot(νc)|2−|rtot(νc)|2)2−2(|ttot(νc)|2 + |rtot(νc)|2)+1≈ 0 (2)

with νc the resonance frequency. This equation was not derived analytically, but obtained
through fitting of simulation results. In this way, both the resonance transmission and
reflection can be expressed in terms of the total 2PA induced lossAtot(νc),

|ttot(νc)|2 =
1
2

(
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√
1−2Atot(νc)

)
(3)
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1
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)
(4)

To determine this nonlinear loss, the following method is used. For small intensities, the
loss due to two-photon absorption is equivalent to the phase shift at resonance induced by
the Kerr effect,

Atot ∝ 2K2 |Ein|2⇔ ∆φ ∝ n2 |Ein|2

with K2 = c
4πνβ the nonlinear extinction coefficient,β the two-photon absorption coeffi-

cient,n2 the Kerr coefficient andEin the input field. This relation represents the refractive
index - absorption coefficient duality. The factor 2 is due to the fact that loss is related
to the optical intensity, whereas the phase is related to the optical field. This resonance
phase shift has been determined analytically by the authors in [1] and is given by,
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with nh resp.nl the linear high resp. low refractive indices. In this way, one has for low
intensities,
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For general electric fields, it was obtained by simulation that,

Atot(νc)≈ |ttot(νc)|4Atot,low(νc) (7)

This |ttot(νc)|4 instead of|ttot(νc)|2 is unexpected and could not yet be explained. Using
equation (3), one obtains the following implicit formula for the total loss,
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Effect of 2PA on nonlinear operation

Resonator-based all-optical functionalities are typically related to the shift of the reso-
nance frequency∆νc, which is for small intensities related to the phase shift∆φ [1],

∆νc =
∆ν
2

∆φ (9)

with ∆ν the resonance bandwidth of the resonator given by,

∆ν =
4νc |tdbr|2νc

π
(
(1+ |rdbr|2νc

)(2Ncav−1)+2|rdbr|νc

nh+nl
nh−nl

) (10)

In the presence of absorption, the resonance shift is in good approximation a factor
|ttot(νc)|2 less, which represents the relative loss in power, so

∆νc,2PA≈ |ttot(νc)|2∆νc,lossless (11)

Using, equations (3), (5), (9) and (11), equation (8) can be rewritten as,

FOM =
|ttot(νc)|

2π(1−|ttot(νc)|)
∆νc,2PA

∆ν
(12)

with FOM = n2
λcβ the figure of merit for Kerr-nonlinear materials. Using this equation, one

can calculate the remaining transmitted power for a material system with a certainFOM
as a function of the relative resonance shift. This is shown in Fig.1 forFOM = 1

3,1,3.

Figure 1: Transmission as a function of relative resonance shift for different FOM.

For reasonable nonlinear operation, a relative resonance shift of∆νc,2PA
∆ν = 1 should be

obtainable with a transmission|ttot(νc)|2 > 0.5. Using equation (12), this corresponds to
a figure of merit of,

FOM≥ 0.385 (13)
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For standard, ultrafast, Kerr-nonlinear semiconductor materials such asAlGaAsandSi,
the FOM value at the telecom wavelengthλ = 1.55µm[3, 4] is,

FOMAlGaAs ≈ 5.38 (14)

FOMSi ≈ 0.37 (15)

which makesAlGaAsan excellent andSi still a reasonable material voor resonator-based
Kerr-nonlinear functionalities

Conclusion

The effect of two-photon absorption on resonator-based Kerr-nonlinear all-optical func-
tionalities was discussed analytically. The obtained equations allow to derive a FOM
value to achieve nonlinear operation with acceptable loss. At the telecom wavelength
λ = 1.55µm, this condition is easily met by theAlGaAsmaterial system, whileSi is still
acceptable.
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